Junglecatz T&C’s
We require a 50% non-refundable deposit at the time of the booking to secure the party booking. The remaining balance is to be paid in full either
before or on the day of the party.
A member of the Junglecatz team will call a few days prior to the party to confirm total number of guests, confirm the guest’s names and discuss any
allergies if applicable. Once the party numbers have been confirmed then Junglecatz will cater to the number given, if for whatever reason a lower
number of guests arrive on the day no refund will be given.
1 Junglecatz employees attempt to ensure the safety of our visitors at all times. However it is the responsibility of parent/guardian to accompany and
supervise the children they have brought in accordance with the rules of play. We would ask one adult to every six children (over five) and one adult to
every three children (under three)
2 Height and age restrictions must be adhered to at all times. Junglecatz cannot permit any person over the age of 7 years old to play on the play frame
3 Theming and party balloons can be provided by the Junglecatz team, therefore you are not permitted to bring you own theming and balloons unless
agreed with management
4 Party bags are provided for each child and come pre filled, these are subject to change. If the parent/guardian wishes to add to the party bags then
this must be done separately
5 Abusive, aggressive or any other behaviour deemed unsuitable towards Junglecatz staff/equipment or members of the public will not be tolerated
under any circumstances. Visitors may be asked to leave
6 Junglecatz operates a no smoking policy including Vaping
7 No shoes are permitted on the play frame and socks must be worn at all times. Socks can be purchased from the counter
8 Children are advised to wear long sleeves and long trousers or tights at all times to minimise the risk of personal injury
9 Food and drink is not to be taken/consumed on the play equipment. Only food and drink purchased from the Jungle café can be consumed on site
10 Party food that has not be purchased from the Jungle café can not be consumed and will be removed by the Junglecatz Team
11 We advise children to not return immediately to the play areas following lunch/tea and children that are unwell should not use the play equipment
12 Personal belongings are the responsibility of the parent/guardian, Junglecatz does not accept responsibility for any lost/stolen or damaged items
13 Management reserve the right to refuse entry if the terms and conditions are not met
Junglecatz encourage children to play, run free and explore in a safe and stimulating environment. As such, there are always inherent risks associated
with children playing and having fun together. These include children being exposed to moderate physical activity, tripping, falling and bumping into
fixed objects and other children. Junglecatz has taken every reasonable step to control these risks through design, maintenance and operation of the
facility. However, it is impossible to eliminate such risks completely whilst providing a stimulation environment and parents/guardian must recognise
and accept this risk

By Signing you agree to the terms and conditions of the party agreement

Parent/Carer Sign: ______________________________________________________________________ Date: ________________________________

